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We understand school districts and audit firms were faced with complex accounting related issues resulting 
from the COVID-19 pandemic and the State-wide school closure announced on March 15, 2020, and 
extended through the remainder of the school year by the Governor and Superintendent of Public Instruction. 
The Arizona Department of Education (ADE) guidance stated that the school closure was not a complete 
shutdown of school operations and that districts provided continuity in education and critical services during 
this time. Although the methods of performing district operations may have changed to comply with social 
distancing recommendations, the Uniform System of Financial Records for Arizona School Districts (USFR) 
and statutory requirements still applied. 

Because of the challenges districts faced in all aspects of operations to comply with the State’s COVID-19 
Executive Orders, we know there may be instances of noncompliance that occurred, and we will take that into 
consideration when we evaluate districts’ fiscal year (FY) 2020 USFR compliance questionnaires. As such, if a district 
modified its existing internal controls because critical tasks could not be accomplished following the district’s typical 
business process, at a minimum, those modified processes and decisions made should have been documented 
even if it was after the district had resumed normal operations. This documentation will assist your audit firm as they 
audit your district. 

We want to assure you that we are sensitive to these issues and understand there will need to be some flexibility 
regarding responses to the FY 2020 USFR compliance questionnaire. Audit firms should consider adding additional 
information for cited deficiencies to provide detail and context. If a district’s previously established processes 
were not practical in the COVID-19 environment, here are some areas for audit firms to consider when 
performing audit test work: 

• Payroll—In accordance with Laws 2020, Ch. 47, public schools were required to continue to pay all its 
employees, including hourly employees, for the duration of the State-wide school closure as long as 
employees committed to being available during work hours and were able to perform tasks remotely. If 
an employee was unable to work remotely, schools were to re-assign the employee to other tasks they 
could perform. Therefore, timesheets might not be available to support all payroll payments during the 
school closure and auditors should consider other support the district maintained for the payment. 

 Depending on their operational situations, districts may or may not have adjusted function codes for 
salaries and benefits of reassigned employees. As districts were likely unsure how many changes might 
be needed based on the various reassignments and when employees would be able to resume original 
assignments, due to the unprecedented circumstances and evolving nature of the guidance on continued 
school closures in late FY 2020, districts may have left those costs in the originally assigned function for 
some or all reassigned employees to avoid overly arduous coding changes in their accounting systems.  

If a district’s auditor identifies salary and benefits expenses coded to functions that did not align with the 
employee’s duties during the school closures in late FY 2020, the auditor should indicate that in the 
comments on the USFR compliance questionnaire so that we can take that information into consideration 
when evaluating a district’s compliance with the USFR for FY 2020.   

• Governing Board meetings and expenditure approvals—The Attorney General issued an Opinion, I20-002 
regarding public meetings to comply with social distancing recommendations. Further, to comply with 
A.R.S. §15-321, districts may have already had procedures in place for Governing Board members to 
approve expenditure vouchers in-between meetings using an electronic approval process, such as 
electronic signatures, or implemented similar procedures to comply with the State’s social distancing 
recommendations and Executive Orders. 

https://www.azleg.gov/legtext/54leg/2R/laws/0047.pdf
https://www.azag.gov/opinions/i20-002
https://www.azag.gov/opinions/i20-002
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• Reconciliations—If required reconciliations were not completed timely after March 15, 2020, auditors 

should consider if the district documented why reconciliations could not be performed and if the district 
developed a timeline that prioritized the reconciliation of accounts to ensure all reconciliations were 
completed. 

• Cash receipts and deposits—If the established cash receipt and revenue deposit procedures were not 
practical after March 15, 2020, auditors should consider if the temporary modifications to those operating 
procedures were necessary, reasonable, and documented and included management’s review of those 
procedures. 

• Capital asset inventory—if a capital asset inventory was planned for the Summer of 2020 and inventory 
testing/observation could not be completed due to limited access to school sites, district management 
should have rescheduled the physical inventory for the earliest possible date. If a physical inventory was 
performed with modified procedures, those procedures should maintain the same level of internal control 
as reasonably possible and those procedures should be documented. 

 
• Procurement—Districts should have continued to follow the procurement rules, as described in the 

Attorney General’s issued Opinion I20-003 and Procurement Guidance during school closures. 
 

• Student attendance—Auditors should verify that the district maintained documentation to demonstrate it 
provided general educational opportunities to meet the requirements for instructional days and hours as 
described in ADE's guidance. Further, the State Board of Education approved ADE’s waiver for the 
requirement in A.R.S. 15-901(A)(1), which requires districts to submit absence data at least once every 60 
days to ADE, during the school closures. 

 
• Transportation—In FY 2020, ADE did not modify the transportation reporting requirements for miles 

and student riders. Auditors should verify the District’s FY 2020 transportation reporting. ADE will 
calculate the district’s FY 2021 Transportation Support Limit based on the higher of FY 2019 or FY 
2020 route miles. 

https://www.azag.gov/opinions/i20-003
https://www.azauditor.gov/sites/default/files/Procurement_Guidance_email_3-26-20.pdf
https://www.azed.gov/communications/files/2020/03/Audit-Guidance-FAQ-Updated_April17.pdf

